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UNIQUE CONTINUATION FOR FULLY NONLINEAR ELLIPTIC
EQUATIONS
SCOTT N. ARMSTRONG AND LUIS SILVESTRE
Abstract. We show that a viscosity solution of a uniformly elliptic, fully nonlinear
equation which vanishes on an open set must be identically zero, provided that the
equation is C1,1. We do not assume that the nonlinearity is convex or concave, and
thus a priori C2 estimates are unavailable. Nevertheless, we use the boundary Harnack
inequality and a regularity result for solutions with small oscillations to prove that the
solution must be smooth at an appropriate point on the boundary of the set on which it
is assumed to vanish. This then permits us to conclude with an application of a classical
unique continuation result for linear equations.
1. Introduction
In this work, we describe a unique continuation result for viscosity solutions of fully
nonlinear elliptic equations. We consider the equation
(1) F (D2u,Du, u) = 0,
under the assumption that F is uniformly elliptic, F ∈ C1,1 in a neighborhood of the origin,
and F (0, 0, 0) = 0. We prove that any viscosity solution u of (1) in a connected domain
Ω ⊆ Rn which vanishes of infinite order at a point x0 ∈ Ω must be identically zero in Ω.
That is, equation (1) possesses the strong unique continuation property.
If the solution u was assumed to be C3, we could easily prove our theorem by linearizing
the equation and applying a known unique continuation result for linear equations. The
difficulty in establishing such a unique continuation result for fully nonlinear equations lies
in the fact that the best a priori regularity available for viscosity solutions of (1) is C1,α,
even in the case that F is smooth. We overcome this obstacle with a strategy that combines
the boundary Harnack inequality and a regularity result for “flat” viscosity solutions due to
Savin [9]. These permit us to apply, in neighborhoods of appropriate points in our domain,
a classical unique continuation result for linear equations in nondivergence form.
We denote by Sn the set of symmetric n-by-n matrices, and consider a nonlinear function
F : Sn × R
n × R→ R.
We require F = F (M,p, z) to satisfy the following hypotheses:
(F1) F is uniformly elliptic and Lipschitz; that is, there exist constants 0 < λ ≤ Λ and
γ, η ≥ 0, such that for every M,N ∈ Sn such that N ≥ 0, p, q ∈ R
n and z, w ∈ R,
λ‖N‖ − γ|p− q| − η|z − w| ≤ F (M +N, p, z)− F (M, q, w)
≤ Λ‖N‖+ γ|p− q|+ η|z − w|,
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(F2) F (0, 0, 0) = 0, and
(F3) F ∈ C1,1 in a neighborhood of the point (0, 0, 0) ∈ Sn × R
n × R.
A measurable function u, defined in a neighborhood of x0, is said to vanish of infinite
order at x0 provided that for some ε > 0,
(2) sup
β>0
lim sup
r→0
r−β
ˆ
B(x0,r)
|u|ε dx = 0.
Clearly u vanishes of infinite order at x0 if it vanishes in a neighborhood of x0.
We now state our main result.
Theorem 1. Assume that F satisfies (F1), (F2), and (F3). Suppose that u is a viscosity
solution of (1) in a connected open subset Ω of Rn. Assume that u vanishes of infinite order
at some point x0 ∈ Ω. Then u ≡ 0.
To our knowledge, Theorem 1 is the first unique continuation result for viscosity solutions
of general fully nonlinear elliptic equations. Of course, if in addition F is assumed to be
concave or convex, then solutions are known a priori to be C2,α by the Evans-Krylov
theorem. In this case, we may linearize the equation to easily obtain the result, as above.
The main idea of our proof of unique continuation is the following. We assume that
{u = 0} has nonempty interior but is not equal to Ω. To obtain a contradiction, it is enough
to find one point on the boundary of {u = 0} around which the solution u is regular enough
to linearize the equation in a neighborhood of that point. We prove that this is the case at
any point of ∂{u = 0} satisfying an interior sphere condition. At such a point, we can apply
the boundary Harnack inequality to the derivatives of u and then use a result of Savin [9]
regarding the regularity of “flat” solutions of uniformly elliptic equations, obtaining that
u ∈ C3 in a small neighborhood.
We remark that Theorem 1 does not apply to equations of Bellman-Isaacs type, that is,
equations of the form
F (D2u,Du, u) := inf
α∈I
sup
β∈J
(
tr(AαβD
2u) + bαβ ·Du+ cαβu
)
= 0.
Such operators are by nature C0,1, but not C1. A positively homogeneous operator which is
C1 in a neighborhood of the origin is obviously linear, and thus a C1 assumption would be
incompatible with nonlinearity. It is not known whether the unique continuation property
holds even for the Pucci equations, which are respectively convex and concave, and perhaps
the simplest nonlinear equation of Bellman-Isaacs type.
In the next section, we state the preliminary results needed for the proof of Theorem 1,
which is presented in Section 3.
2. Preliminaries
We begin with the statement of a classical strong unique continuation result for the
divergence-form linear equation
(3) div(A(x)Du) + b(x) ·Du+ c(x)u = 0.
Amore general version of the following is proved in Ho¨rmander [7] (see Theorem 17.2.6) using
Carleman estimates. See also Garofalo and Lin [6], who obtain the result via monotonicity
formulas.
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Proposition 2.1. Assume that Ω is a connected domain, the diffusion matrix A : Ω→ Sn
is uniformly elliptic and Lipschitz, and b : Ω→ Rn and c : Ω→ R are bounded, measurable
functions. Suppose that u ∈W 1,2loc (Ω) is a weak solution of (3) in Ω, and that u vanishes of
infinite order at some point x0 ∈ Ω. Then u ≡ 0.
Notice that Proposition 2.1 may be applied to elliptic equations in nondivergence form
if the coefficients are Lipschitz and the solution is sufficiently regular, since in that case we
can rewrite the equation in divergence form.
Our proof of the strong unique continuation property for solutions of (1) relies in a crucial
way on the following regularity result of Savin [9], which asserts that any sufficiently small
viscosity solution of (1) is a classical solution.
Proposition 2.2 (Savin [9]). Assume that F satisfies (H1), (H2) and (H3). Then there
exists a constant c1 > 0, depending on F , such that if u is a viscosity solution of (1) in B1
satisfying supB1 |u| ≤ c1, then u ∈ C
2,α(B1/2).
The estimate in [9, Theorem 1.3] actually requires that F ∈ C2 in a neighborhood of the
origin, but by inspecting the proof we see that it depends only on n, the constants in (F1),
and the maximum of |D2F | near the origin. We therefore obtain the result for F only C1,1
near the origin via a standard regularization procedure.
As previously mentioned, the best regularity available for solutions of general uniformly
elliptic equation is C1,α. A proof of the following interior C1,α regularity assertion in the
case F = F (M) can be found in [5], see Corollary 5.7. For F with dependence on lower-order
terms, we refer for example to Trudinger [10].
Proposition 2.3. Assume that F satisfies (F1). Suppose that u is a bounded viscosity
solution of (1) in B1. Then u ∈ C
1,α(B1/2) for a constant 0 < α < 1 depending only on n,
λ, Λ, γ, and η.
A key ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1 is a Ho¨lder regularity result up to the boundary
for solutions of uniformly elliptic equations. Before we state this, let us define the extremal
operators
G±(M,p, z) := M±(M)± γ|p| ± η|z|,
where the operators M± are the usual Pucci operators, defined by
M
+(M) := sup
λIn≤A≤ΛIn
tr(AM) and M−(M) := inf
λIn≤A≤ΛIn
tr(AM).
The condition (F1) can be written equivalently as
(4) G−(M −N, p− q, z − w) ≤ F (M,p, z)− F (N, q, w) ≤ G+(M −N, p− q, z − w),
for all M,N ∈ Sn, p, q ∈ R
n, and z, w ∈ R. We note that the operators G± satisfy the
hypotheses (F1), (F2), and (F3). In light of (F2), we see that G−(M) ≤ F (M) ≤ G+(M),
and therefore any solution of F = 0 is both a supersolution of G− = 0 and a subsolution of
G+ = 0.
Proposition 2.4. Let Ω be a smooth domain, and Γ a relatively open subset of the boundary
∂Ω. Suppose that u ∈ C(Ω ∪ Γ) is a viscosity solution of the differential inequalities
(5) G−(D2u,Du, u) ≤ 0 ≤ G+(D2u,Du, u) in Ω,
and u = 0 on Γ. Then there exists a Cα function K : Γ → Rn such that at each point
x0 ∈ Γ, we have
|u(x)−K(x0) · (x− x0)| ≤ Cx0 |x− x0|
1+α, x ∈ Ω.
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The constant α > 0 depends only on n, λ, Λ, γ, and η, and the constant Cx0 depends
additionally on dist(x0, ∂Ω \ Γ). The function K is then the normal derivative to u at the
boundary Γ.
Proposition 2.4 follows from the boundary Harnack inequality, first observed for nondi-
vergence form equations by Bauman [2] and Krylov [8]. It is difficult to find a good reference
for the latter result in the generality we require, although we remark that it can be obtained
from very straightforward modifications to the proof of [3, Theorem 1.3] in the linear setting,
relying on the extremal operators and the natural sublinearity (4) in place of linearity. This
is explained in some detail in the appendix of the recent preprint [1].
3. The strong unique continuation property
There are two main steps in the proof of Theorem 1. We first prove the unique con-
tinuation property, that is, we obtain the conclusion of the theorem under the additional
assumption that the solution u of (1) vanishes identically in an open subset of Ω. The
second step is to reduce the strong unique continuation property to the weaker unique con-
tinuation property, which consists of showing that a solution vanishing of infinite order at a
point must be identically zero in a neighborhood of that point. Both arguments depend on
Propositions 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, while in the first step we also rely crucially on Proposition 2.4,
and the second step requires the local maximum principle.
Proof of Theorem 1. Consider a solution u ∈ C1,αloc (Ω) of (1) in a domain Ω.
Step 1. Proof of the unique continuation property.
Assume that u vanishes identically on an open subset of Ω, an assumption we remove
in Step 2, below. Let W be a connected component of the interior of {x ∈ Ω : u(x) = 0},
and suppose on the contrary that W 6= Ω. Then we can find a ball B ⊆ W and a point
x0 ∈ ∂B ∩ ∂W . We derive a contradiction by showing that u vanishes in a neighborhood of
the point x0.
Select a unit direction e ∈ Rn, |e| = 1, and observe that the function ue := e ·Du satisfies
the differential inequalities (5), which follows from the fact that u(x + he) − u(x) satisfies
(5) for each h > 0, as remarked for example in [5, Proposition 5.5]. Since u ∈ C1,α and u
vanishes on B, it is clear that ue vanishes on B. Applying Proposition 2.4, we discover that
for some k ∈ Rn,
(6) |ue(x)− k · (x− x0)| ≤ C|x− x0|
1+α, x ∈ Ω \B.
Since ue vanishes on B, we deduce that k = 0. Indeed, it suffices to consider a slightly
smaller ball B˜, concentric to B, at a point x˜0 near x0, and argue by continuity.
We have shown that |ue(x)| ≤ C|x − x0|
1+α in a neighborhood of x0 for every direction
|e| = 1, and so we conclude that
|u(x)| ≤ C|x− x0|
2+α, x ∈ Ω.
By rescaling the solution and applying Proposition 2.2 in a small neighborhood of x0, we
deduce that u ∈ C2,α(B(x0, r)) for some small r > 0. Clearly D
2u(x0) = 0. Using (F3),
we see that by shrinking r, if necessary, we may assume that for each point x ∈ B(x0, r),
the triple (D2u(x), Du(x), u(x)) lies in the neighborhood of (0, 0, 0) on which F is C1,1. It
then follows from Schauder estimates that u ∈ C3,α(B(x0, r)), and we may differentiate (1)
to obtain that
(7)
∂F
Mij
∂2ue
∂xi∂xj
+
∂F
∂pi
∂ue
∂xi
+
∂F
∂z
ue = 0 in B(x0, r).
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We may also write (7) in divergence form as
(8) div(A(x)Du) + b(x) ·Du+ c(x)u = 0 in B(x0, r),
where the coefficients A(x) = (aij(x)) and b(x) = (b1(x), . . . , bn(x)) and c(x) are given by

aij(x) :=
∂F
Mij
(D2u(x), Du(x), u(x)),
bi(x) := −
∂aij
∂xj
(D2u(x), Du(x), u(x))(x) +
∂F
∂pi
(D2u(x), Du(x), u(x)),
c(x) :=
∂F
∂z
(D2u(x), Du(x), u(x)).
It is clear that A is Lipschitz, while b and c are bounded. Therefore we may apply Propo-
sition 2.1 to conclude that ue ≡ 0 in B(x0, r). Since the latter holds for every |e| = 1 and
u(0) = 0, we conclude that u ≡ 0 in B(x0, r). The claim is proved, the desired contradiction
having been derived.
Step 2. Proof of the strong continuation property.
To remove the assumption that u vanishes on an open set, we suppose instead that x0 ∈ Ω
is a point at which u vanishes of infinite order, and proceed to show that u vanishes in a
neighborhood of x0. From (2) we have u(x0) = 0 and Du(x0) = 0.
The local maximum principle (see [5, Theorem 4.8] for F = F (M), or consult [4] for
lower-order terms) and (2) imply that for all β > 0,
sup
Br
|u| ≤ C
( 
B2r
|u|ε dx
)1/ε
= O
(
rβ
)
.
Since the latter holds in particular for some β > 2, we apply Proposition 2.2 to deduce that
u ∈ C2,α(B(x0, r)) for some sufficiently small r > 0. Using again that u vanishes of infinite
order at x0, we see that D
2u(x0) = 0. We now argue as in Step 1 above to obtain u ≡ 0 in
B(x0, r), after possibly shrinking r. 
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